PROGRAM INSTRUCTION

TO: Tribal Agencies Administering or Supervising the Administration of Titles IV-B and IV-E of the Social Security Act

SUBJECT: Tribal Title IV-E Agency Requirements for Electing Title IV-E Prevention and Family Services and Programs

LEGAL AND RELATED REFERENCES: Titles IV-B and IV-E of the Social Security Act (the Act), as amended by Public Law (P.L.) 115-123 Family First Prevention Services Act, enacted February 9, 2018 and P.L. 115-271, The Substance Use–Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Communities Act (SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act), enacted October 24, 2018

PURPOSE: To instruct tribal title IV-E agencies administering or supervising the administration of title IV-E under sections 479B and 471(a) of the Act on the title IV-E prevention program requirements

INFORMATION: The Family First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA) authorized new optional title IV-E funding for time-limited (one year) prevention services for mental health/substance abuse and in-home parent skill-based programs for: 1) a child who is a candidate for foster care (as defined in section 475(13) of the Act), 2) pregnant/parenting foster youth, and 3) the parents/kin caregivers of those children and youth (sections 471(e), 474(a)(6), and 475(13) of the Act).

For tribal title IV-E agencies, the law requires the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to specify requirements for title IV-E prevention services and programs that are, to the

---

1 Hereafter in this document, the title IV-E prevention and family services and programs are referred to as the “title IV-E prevention program.” The prevention and family services provided under the title IV-E program are referred to as “title IV-E prevention services.”
greatest extent practicable, consistent with the requirements applicable to states. The requirements must permit tribal title IV-E agencies to provide prevention services and programs that are adapted to the culture and context of the tribal communities served. HHS must also establish specific performance measures for each tribal title IV-E agency providing prevention services that allow for consideration of factors unique to the provision of the services by tribal title IV-E agencies and to the greatest extent practicable, consistent with the measures for states (section 479B(c)(1)(C)(i)(IV) and (c)(1)(E) of the Act).

To inform the development of the title IV-E prevention program requirements for tribal title IV-E agencies, we requested tribal consultation both in-person and via conference calls. We also invited tribes to submit comments in writing. The focus of the consultation was regarding the extent to which tribal title IV-E agencies are able to meet the same requirements applicable to states, and the adaptations necessary to reflect the culture and context of the tribal communities served. We considered the information provided during tribal consultation on the flexibility available to tribal title IV-E agencies in operating the title IV-E prevention program, consistent with statutory requirements in developing this Program Instruction (PI).

Instructions for the Title IV-E Prevention Programs: This Program Instruction provides instructions on the requirements tribal title IV-E agencies administering or supervising the administration of a title IV-E program under sections 479B and 471(a) of the Act (i.e., tribes, tribal organizations or consortia that are approved to operate the title IV-E program directly rather than through an agreement with a state agency) must meet when electing the title IV-E prevention program as described below.

Tribes that do not operate a title IV-E program directly, but instead operate part of a title IV-E program pursuant to an agreement with a state or tribal title IV-E agency under section 472(a)(2)(B)(ii) of the Act must meet all the requirements applicable to the state title IV-E prevention program because the exceptions permitted for a tribal title IV-E prevention program in section 479B(c)(1)(E) of the Act apply only to direct tribal title IV-E agencies. The requirements applicable to state title IV-E prevention program are provided in ACYF-CB-PI-18-09.
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The creation of the title IV-E prevention program is an unprecedented step in recognizing the importance of working with children and families to prevent the need for foster care placement and the trauma of unnecessary parent-child separation. The title IV-E prevention program is part of a much broader vision of strengthening families by preventing child maltreatment, unnecessary removal of children from their families, and homelessness among youth. It provides an opportunity for tribal title IV-E agencies to dramatically re-think how they serve children and families. It creates an impetus to focus attention on prevention and strengthening families as our primary goals, rather than foster care placement as our main intervention. The Children’s Bureau strongly encourages all tribal title IV-E agencies to take this opportunity to not only use the title IV-E prevention program to fund these important services, but also to envision and advance a vastly improved way of serving children and families, one that focuses on strengthening their protective and nurturing capacities instead of separating them and builds on rather than competes with tribal norms, customs and practices that promote healing and overall wellbeing.

A. Requirements for providing the title IV-E prevention program

1. Title IV-E prevention program components

*Categories of allowable title IV-E prevention services:* Tribal title IV-E agencies may claim reimbursement for mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment services provided by qualified clinicians, and in-home parent skill-based programs that include parenting skills training, parent education, and individual and family counseling identified in the tribal title IV-E agency’s five-year title IV-E prevention program plan (section 471(e)(1) of the Act). We interpret the term “in-home” broadly in that it does not necessarily refer to the location in which the services are provided. It could mean, for example, that the child is continuing to live in the home of a parent or relative caretaker during the time the tribal title IV-E agency is providing the services. The needs of the child, parent, or caregiver for the services must be directly related to the safety, permanence, or well-being of the child or to preventing the child from entering foster care. We are not further defining “qualified clinician” as used to describe a provider of mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment services identified in the plan (section 471(e)(1)(A) of the Act). Consistent with these categories and requirements, tribal title IV-E agencies have flexibility to claim title IV-E funds for prevention services and programs they
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) determines that projects and activities must be culturally appropriate and that meet the unique needs and context of the tribal community, including traditional healing programs consistent with meeting mental health and substance abuse treatment needs of children, parents and/or caregivers.

**Trauma-informed approach to service delivery:** Title IV-E prevention services must be provided under an organizational structure and treatment framework that involves understanding, recognizing, and responding to the effects of all types of trauma and in accordance with recognized principles of a trauma-informed approach and trauma-specific interventions to address trauma’s consequences and facilitate healing (section 471(e)(4)(B) of the Act). Consistent with this requirement, tribal title IV-E agencies may define trauma-informed services in a way that reflects the components of historical trauma unique to their communities. We are not further defining what a trauma-informed approach to service delivery means.

**Practice criteria for prevention services:** FFPSA requires that, for state title IV-E agencies, the services must be rated as promising, supported, or well-supported in accordance with HHS criteria and be approved by HHS (section 471(e)(4)(C) of the Act) as part of the Title IV-E Prevention Services Clearinghouse (section 476(d)(2) of the Act). We determined that it is not practicable for tribal title IV-E agencies to meet these same practice criteria rated as promising, supported, or well-supported for prevention services. Tribal title IV-E agencies may determine the practice criteria for services that are adapted to the culture and context of the tribal communities served and must describe the practice criteria in the five-year title IV-E prevention program plan as described below. Some examples of evidence-based practice criteria include: longevity of the practice in Indian country, teachings on which the practice is based, values and principles incorporated into the practice, community leader/elder approval, community feedback and evaluation of the practice. These are just a few examples, not a comprehensive list.

This also means that tribal title IV-E agencies are not subject to the FFPSA requirement for states that at least 50 percent of the amounts expended for the title IV-E prevention program for a FY must be for services that meet the well-supported practice criteria (section 474(a)(6)(A)(ii) of the Act).

**Time-limited services:** The tribal title IV-E agency may provide title IV-E prevention services as specified in the child’s prevention plan for up to 12 months beginning on the date the tribal title IV-E agency identifies the child as either a “candidate for foster care” or a pregnant or parenting foster youth in need of those services (sections 471(e)(2)(A) and (B) of the Act) (see section B.1 below). The tribal title IV-E agency may claim title IV-E reimbursement for prevention services until the last day of the 12th month if services were provided for the entire 12-month period, or if services are provided for less than the entire 12-month period, the end of the month in which the child’s title IV-E prevention services ended. A tribal title IV-E agency may provide title IV-E prevention services to or on behalf of the same child for additional 12-month periods, including for contiguous 12-month periods. In order to claim title IV-E for each additional 12-month period, the tribal title IV-E agency must determine and document in the child’s prevention plan that the otherwise eligible candidate for foster care or pregnant/parenting youth meets the requirements in section 471(e)(4)(A) of the Act on a case-by-case basis.
2. Tribal title IV-E agency five-year title IV-E prevention program plan

The tribal title IV-E agency electing to provide the title IV-E prevention program must submit a five-year title IV-E prevention program plan (five-year plan) that meets the statutory requirements and may use the title IV-E prevention program five-year plan pre-print found in Attachment B (section 471(e)(5) of the Act). The tribal title IV-E agency may submit its five-year plan at any time, as there is no deadline by which a tribal title IV-E agency must submit its five-year plan. A tribal title IV-E agency may amend its five-year plan at any time during the five year period. The tribal title IV-E agency is not required to provide services in all of its title IV-E service area, nor is the tribal title IV-E agency required to provide the same type of prevention services in all of its title IV-E service area. We recognize that this flexibility will allow more tribal title IV-E agencies to elect to provide the title IV-E prevention program, but we still encourage agencies to implement the program as broadly as possible in order to make prevention services available to as many families in need of those services as possible.

The five-year plan must contain the following information as required by section 471(e)(5) of the Act:

- **Service description and oversight:** The tribal title IV-E agency must describe how it will assess children and their parents or kin caregivers to determine eligibility for title IV-E prevention services and describe the HHS approved services the tribal title IV-E agency will provide, including:
  - a description of the practice criteria the tribe used to select the proposed services and programs;
  - how the tribal title IV-E agency plans to implement the services, including how implementation of the services will be continuously monitored to ensure fidelity to the practice model and to determine outcomes achieved and how information learned from the monitoring will be used to refine and improve practices;
  - how the tribal title IV-E agency selected the services;
  - the target population for the services;
  - an assurance that each HHS approved title IV-E prevention service provided in the tribal title IV-E agency plan meets the requirements at section 471(e)(4)(B) of the Act related to trauma-informed service-delivery (Attachment III); and
  - how providing the services is expected to improve specific outcomes for children and families.

- **Evaluation strategy:** The FFPSA requires that the state must include a well-designed and rigorous evaluation strategy for each service, with an exception for well-supported programs if approved by HHS. Based on our tribal consultation, we determined that it may not be practicable for a tribal title IV-E agency to implement certain rigorous evaluation strategies such as random-controlled trials for each tribal service because of unique factors impacting tribes. Therefore, we are providing tribal title IV-E agencies with broad flexibility to meet this requirement. Tribal title IV-E agencies may use alternative evaluation strategies and study designs, such as
exploratory, community-based participatory research, and qualitative study designs to meet the evaluation requirements.

- **Evaluation waiver request:** Consistent with section 471(e)(5)(C)(ii) of the Act, the Children’s Bureau may waive the requirement for an evaluation strategy if the evidence of the effectiveness of a program or practice is compelling and the tribal title IV-E agency meets the continuous quality improvement requirements included in section 471(e)(5)(B)(iii)(II) of the Act with regard to the practice. The tribal title IV-E agency may request this waiver using Attachment II as part of the five-year title IV-E prevention program plan and must demonstrate the effectiveness of the practice.

- **Monitoring child safety:** The tribal title IV-E agency must describe how it will monitor and oversee the safety of children receiving services during the 12 month period. This must include periodic risk assessments throughout the 12 month period, and if the tribal title IV-E agency determines the risk of the child entering foster care remains high despite the provision of the services, the tribal title IV-E agency must reexamine the child’s prevention plan during the 12 month period.

- **Consultation and coordination:** The tribal title IV-E agency must describe: 1) how it will consult with other agencies responsible for administering health programs, including mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment services, and with other public and private agencies with experience in administering child and family services (including community-based organizations), in order to foster a continuum of care for children, parents and caregivers receiving prevention services; and 2) how the prevention services provided for or on behalf of a child and the parents or kin caregivers of the child will be coordinated with other child and family services provided to the child and the parents or kin caregivers of the child under the tribe’s title IV-B plan.

- **Child welfare workforce support:** The tribal title IV-E agency must describe the steps it is taking to support and enhance a competent, skilled, and professional child welfare workforce to deliver trauma-informed and evidence-based services, including:
  - ensuring that staff is qualified to provide services that are selected by the tribe; and
  - developing appropriate prevention plans, and conducting risk assessments for children receiving prevention services.

- **Child welfare workforce training:** The tribal title IV-E agency must describe how it will provide training and support for caseworkers in assessing what children and their families need; connecting to the families served; knowing how to access and deliver the needed trauma-informed and evidence-based services; and overseeing and evaluating the continuing appropriateness of the services.

- **Prevention caseloads:** The tribal title IV-E agency must describe how the caseload size and type for prevention caseworkers will be determined, managed, and overseen.
• **Assurance on prevention program reporting:** The tribal title IV-E agency must provide an assurance that it will report to the Secretary such information and data as the Secretary may require with respect to the title IV-E prevention program, including information and data necessary to determine the performance measures. Tribal title IV-E agencies must provide this assurance as part of the five-year plan using Attachment I (see section F of this PI for more information on this reporting).

**B. Child and family eligibility for the title IV-E prevention program**

1. **Prevention plan for the child**

In a prevention plan for the child, the tribal title IV-E agency must identify whether the child is either a “child who is a candidate for foster care” or is a pregnant or parenting foster youth in need of prevention services in advance of the services being provided. The statute does not define “pregnant or parenting foster youth” and we are not going to further define that population. The definition of a “child who is a candidate for foster care” is defined in the statute at section 475(13) of the Act and is described in section B.2. The age requirements for both pregnant or parenting foster youth and a “child who is a candidate for foster care” are described in section B.3.

If the child is a “child who is a candidate for foster care,” the child’s prevention plan must:

- identify the foster care prevention strategy for the child so that the child may remain safely at home, live temporarily with a kin caregiver until reunification can be safely achieved, or live permanently with a kin caregiver; and
- list the services to be provided to or on behalf of the child to ensure the success of that prevention strategy.

The prevention plan for a pregnant or parenting foster youth must:

- be included in the youth's foster care case plan;
- list the services to be provided to or on behalf of the youth to ensure that the youth is prepared (in the case of a pregnant foster youth) or able (in the case of a parenting foster youth) to be a parent; and
- describe the foster care prevention strategy for any child born to the youth.

2. **Candidates for foster care**

A child who is a candidate for foster care is defined as a child who is identified in a title IV-E prevention plan as being at imminent risk of entering foster care (without regard to whether the child would be eligible for title IV-E foster care maintenance payments, title IV-E adoption assistance or title IV-E kinship guardianship assistance payments), but who can remain safely in the child's home or in a kinship placement as long as the title IV-E prevention services that are necessary to prevent the entry of the child into foster care are provided. A “child who is a candidate for foster care” includes a child whose adoption or guardianship arrangement is at risk of a disruption or dissolution that would result in a foster care placement (section 475(13) of the Act).
We are not further defining the phrase “candidate for foster care” as it appears in section 475(13) of the Act or further defining the term “imminent risk” of entering foster care for the title IV-E prevention program. However, because a child may not be simultaneously in foster care and a “child who is a candidate for foster care,” once the child enters foster care, reimbursement for the child under the title IV-E prevention program must end. Foster care is defined in 45 CFR 1355.20 and includes children under the placement and care of the tribal title IV-E agency who are placed in a licensed or unlicensed kinship placement, regardless of whether payments are made by the state, tribal or local agency for the care of the child or whether there is federal matching of any payments that are made. As such, a child who is not under the placement and care of the tribal title IV-E agency and in a kinship placement could be considered a “child who is a candidate for foster care” as defined in section 475(13) of the Act.

Regardless of whether a title IV-E agency is providing the title IV-E prevention program, it may continue to claim administrative costs under the statutory authority at 472(i) of the Act for candidates for title IV-E foster care if, among other things, the child is at imminent risk of removal from the home and the agency is making reasonable efforts to prevent the need to remove the child from the home. The agency should continue to apply section 8.1D of the Child Welfare Policy Manual (CWPM) for guidance on section 472(i) of the Act. CWPM 8.1D does not apply to the phrase “child who is a candidate for foster care” as defined in section 475(13) of the Act for the purposes of the title IV-E prevention program.

3. Age

The definition of “child” in section 475(8) of the Act applies to the title IV-E prevention program. Therefore, both a “child who is a candidate for foster care” and a “child who is a pregnant or parenting foster youth” must meet the definition of child as elected by the tribal title IV-E agency for the title IV-E program to be eligible for the title IV-E prevention program (section 471(e)(4)(A)(i) and (ii) of the Act). This means that a “child who is a candidate for foster care” and pregnant or parenting foster youth who have not attained age 18 are eligible for the title IV-E prevention program. If a tribal title IV-E agency has elected a higher age under the tribe’s title IV-E program, an otherwise eligible youth over age 18 may be eligible for the title IV-E prevention program in the following circumstances:

- If a youth is an otherwise eligible as a “child who is a candidate for foster care” and over age 18, the youth could be eligible for the title IV-E prevention program if:

2 As a reminder, this definition includes:
- an individual who has not attained 18 years of age; and
- at the option of the title IV-E agency, an individual age 18 and up to age 19, 20 or 21 who meets the education/employment criteria in section 475(8)(B)(iv) of the Act and
  - who is in foster care under the responsibility of the title IV-E agency;
  - with respect to whom an adoption assistance agreement is in effect under section 473 of the Act if the child had attained 16 years of age before the agreement became effective; or
  - with respect to whom a kinship guardianship assistance agreement is in effect under section 473(d) of the Act if the child had attained 16 years of age before the agreement became effective.
• If a youth is an otherwise eligible pregnant or parenting youth in foster care over age 18, the youth could be eligible for the title IV-E prevention program if:
  o the youth meets the tribal title IV-E agency’s education/employment conditions as elected under title IV-E; and
  o the youth has not yet reached the tribal title IV-E agency’s highest elected age under title IV-E (19, 20 or 21).

If a youth turns age 18 (or the higher elected per section 475(8) of the Act) while receiving title IV-E prevention services, the tribal title IV-E agency can only claim FFP for services until the day the youth turns age 18 (or the higher elected age as per section 475(8) of the Act). The tribal title IV-E agency may claim title IV-E administrative costs until the end of the month in which the youth turns age 18 (or the higher elected age as applicable).

C. Federal financial participation for the title IV-E prevention program

Prevention services: From FYs 2020 – 2026, costs of title IV-E prevention services are reimbursable at 50 percent FFP under title IV-E. Beginning in FY 2027, title IV-E prevention services are reimbursable at the applicable Tribal FMAP rate for the tribal title IV-E agency.

• Administrative costs: Beginning in FY 2020, costs for the proper and efficient administration of the title IV-E prevention programs are reimbursable at 50 percent FFP. A tribal title IV-E agency may claim allowable title IV-E administrative costs beginning the first day of the fiscal quarter in which the tribal title IV-E agency submits an approvable five-year prevention plan. These include activities to develop necessary processes and procedures to establish and implement the provision of prevention services for eligible individuals, policy development, program management and data collection and reporting.

Child specific administrative costs may be claimed for allowable activities from the beginning of the month in which the child is identified in a prevention plan until the end of the 12th month, if services were provided for the entire 12-month period, or if the services are provided for less than the entire 12-month period, the end of the month the child’s title IV-E prevention services ended. The tribal title IV-E agency may claim for allowable activities that comport with or are closely related to one of the listed activities at 45 CFR 1356.60(c)(2), such as the development and
maintenance of the child’s prevention plan as defined in section 471(e)(4)(A) of the Act and case management activities such as verification and documentation of program eligibility, referral to services, and preparation for and participation in judicial proceedings. The tribal title IV-E agency may claim title IV-E prevention program administrative costs for data collection and reporting beyond the child’s title IV-E prevention service period to meet the requirements in section 471(e)(4)(E) of the Act. Further, there is nothing to prohibit the tribal title IV-E agency from claiming title IV-E foster care administrative costs for a child eligible under section 472(i) of the Act after the child’s title IV-E prevention services period has ended. Performance of investigations, physical or mental examinations or evaluations are not allowable administrative costs for the title IV-E prevention program.

- **Training:** Beginning in FY 2020, training for personnel employed or preparing for employment by the tribal title IV-E agency and of the members of the staff of state/tribal-licensed or approved child welfare agencies providing services to children who are candidates for foster care and pregnant/parenting foster youth (and their parents or kin caregiver) is reimbursable at 50 percent FFP. Allowable training topics include how to determine who is eligible for the title IV-E prevention program, how to identify and provide appropriate services, and how to oversee and evaluate the ongoing appropriateness of the services.

**D. Financial reporting**

Expenditures and next quarter estimates for the title IV-E prevention program must be reported on the CB-496 form. The revised form and specific instructions for reporting such costs can be found in ACYF-CB-PI-18-12.

**E. Maintenance of effort (MOE)**

States must use title IV-E prevention services to supplement, and not supplant, FY 2014 (or an alternate applicable year) “state foster care prevention expenditures” as defined in the statute. The statute requires the state title IV-E agency to maintain at least the same level of “state foster care prevention expenditures” each FY as the amount the agency spent in FY 2014 (or an alternate applicable year) (section 471(e)(7) of the Act). Based on our tribal consultation, we determined that it is not practicable for a tribal title IV-E agency to adhere to the MOE requirements.

**F. Title IV-E prevention program reporting**

Tribal title IV-E agencies electing the title IV-E prevention program must report child-specific data to HHS as required by section 471(e)(4)(E) of the Act for each child who receives title IV-E prevention services. We will provide additional information on how to report this information in future guidance, but tribal title IV-E agencies should be prepared to report, at a minimum, the following information for each child who receives services:

- the specific services provided to the child and/or family;
- the total expenditures for each of the services provided to the child and/or family;
- the duration of the services provided;
• if the child was identified in a prevention plan as a “child who is a candidate for foster care”:
  o the child’s placement status at the beginning, and at the end, of the 12-month period that begins on the date the child was identified as a “child who is a candidate for foster care” in a prevention plan; and
  o whether the child entered foster care during the initial 12-month period and during the subsequent 12-month period; and
• basic demographic information (e.g., age, sex, race/Hispanic Latino ethnicity).

G. Title IV-E plan requirements

The title IV-E program and plan requirements (including regulations at 45 CFR 1355 and 1356) that are not specifically limited to the title IV-E foster care maintenance payment or adoption assistance programs also apply to the title IV-E prevention program. The statutory title IV-E plan requirements that apply are in sections 471(a)(2); 471(a)(4) through 471(a)(9)(A) and(B); 471(a)(12), 471(a)(13), and 471(a)(32) of the Act. They address topics such as agency organization and program administration, program audits and monitoring, confidentiality of information, and fair hearings.

H. Non-impact on eligibility for other assistance

Receipt of title IV-E prevention services is not considered receipt of aid for the purposes of eligibility of any other program under the Social Security Act, and does not permit a tribal title IV-E agency to reduce medical or other assistance available to a title IV-E prevention recipient (section 471(e)(10)(A) of the Act).³

I. Payer of last resort

If the cost of providing a title IV-E prevention service to an individual would have been paid from another public or private source if not for the enactment of FFPSA, a tribal title IV-E agency is not considered to be a legally liable third party for the cost of providing such services to that individual with one exception; a tribal title IV-E agency may use title IV-E prevention program funding under section 474(a)(6) to pay a provider for these services to prevent delaying the timely provision of appropriate early intervention services (pending reimbursement from the public or private source that has ultimate responsibility for the payment) (section 471(e)(10)(C) of the Act).⁴

Therefore, if public or private program providers (such as private health insurance or Medicaid) would pay for a service allowable under the title IV-E prevention program, those providers have the responsibility to pay for these services before the title IV-E agency would be required to pay.

³ The last clause of section 471(e)(10) of the Act was added by section 8082(b)(1) of Public Law 115-271, The Substance Use–Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Communities Act (SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act) (enacted October 24, 2018).

⁴ Section 471(e)(10)(C) of the Act was added by section 8082(b)(2) Public Law 115-271, The Substance Use–Disorder Prevention that Promotes Opioid Recovery and Treatment for Patients and Communities Act (SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act) (enacted October 24, 2018).
For example, if a parent with Medicaid coverage is receiving mental health services that would be covered by Medicaid, and that are also allowable under the title IV-E prevention program, Medicaid must pay for the service before the title IV-E portion (if any) is paid. This provision in effect makes title IV-E the payer of last resort for title IV-E prevention services in this instance.

J. Instruction

A tribal title IV-E agency that would like to opt into the title IV-E prevention program must submit a five year plan as follows: 1) submit the five-year plan pre-print in Attachment B to the Regional Office and record the applicable statutory, regulatory and/or policy references and citations for the affected federal requirement or, alternatively, submit the same information as described here in its own format; 2) submit copies of referenced material noting the specific section of the material with page numbers, highlighting or other means, to document compliance for any cited statute, regulation, policy and/or procedure; and 3) submit the five-year plan and accompanying documentation electronically or on a compact disk or USB flash drive to the Children’s Bureau Regional Office. A title IV-E agency may not substitute a hyperlink instead of providing paper or electronic documents for its five-year plan pre-print submission. If the title IV-E agency is unable to submit electronic signatures for purposes of the certification, it may submit the appropriate pages with original signatures.

INQUIRIES TO: Children’s Bureau Regional Program Managers

/s/

Jerry Milner
Acting Commissioner,
Administration on Children, Youth and Families
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